
Name: Amber 

Found: Eastern Europe/Russia 

Colours: green/golden/red 

Hardness: 2.5 

Details: Fossilized resin of trees formed over 

millions of years. Occasionally contains 

leaves/insects trapped in the bead. 

Healing/well-being: A powerful healer and 

cleanser of the body, mind and spirit. Amber 

draws disease from the body, healing and 

renewing the nervous system and balancing 

the right and left parts of the brain. It absorbs 

pain and negative energy helping to alleviate 

stress and depression, and stimulates the intellect and promotes self-confidence and creative self-

expression.  It encourages decision-making, spontaneity and brings wisdom, balance and patience. 

 

Name: Amethyst 

Found: Brazil 

Colours: Purple/lilac 

Hardness: 7 

Details: Crystaline quartz in a purple hue. Can 

be faceted or cut to make jewellery, or left in 

the formation rock as a geode. 

Healing/well-being: Amethyst is a powerful and 

protective stone.  A natural tranquiliser, it 

relieves stress and strain, soothes irritability, 

balances mood swings, dispels anger, rage, fear 

and anxiety.  It can alleviate sadness and grief, and dissolves negativity. It has strong healing and 

cleansing powers, encourages sobriety, having a sobering effect on overindulgence of alcohol, drugs 

or other addictions.  It calms and stimulates the mind, helping you become more focused, enhancing 

memory and improving motivation.  Amethyst assists in remembering and understanding dreams 

and relieves insomnia. 

Special selling points: February birthstone, 6th wedding anniversary gemstone 

 

 

 

 

 



Name: Aquamarine  

Found: Brazil 

Colours: Sea green/sky blue 

Hardness: 7.5 

Details: Beryl, found in large hexagonal 

crystals, often heat treated to improve colour 

Healing/well-being: Aquamarine is a stone of 

courage.  Its calming energies reduce stress 

and quiet the mind.  It can invoke tolerance of 

others and overcomes judgmentalism, giving 

support to those overwhelmed by 

responsibility.  Clarifies perception, sharpens the intellect and clears confusion.  Useful for closure on 

all levels.  Sharpens intuition and opens clairvoyance. Highly protective during pregnancy, it helps to 

guard both mother and baby from harm.  

Special selling points: March birthstone, 19th wedding anniversary gemstone 

 

 

Name: Australian Opal 

Found: Australia 

Colours: blue with iridescence  

Hardness: 6 

Details: Hardened silica gel, non-crystalline. 

Comes in singlets, doublets or triplets which 

increase in value. 

Healing/well-being: It is said that this stone 

enhances communication skills, providing 

the user with the courage and freedom to 

speak at the right time and it helps 

stimulate connections between people. 

Special selling points: October birthstone 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Name: Blue John 

Found: Castleton, Derbyshire, England 

Colours: White/blue/yellow 

purple/translucent veins 

Hardness: 4 

Details: A blue banded fluoride 

compound found exclusively in the 

Blue John Mine in the Treak cliff cavern 

near Castleton in Derbyshire. 

Extremely desirable to tourists due to 

its rarity/English origin. 

Properties: Blue John Fluorite carries the spirit of 

change and personal growth. It stimulates 

spontaneity and emboldens one to brave the 

unknown, both in physical travel, and in the 

desire for new discoveries and fresh experiences. 

Blue John encourages altruistic pursuits, 

enkindles trust, and helps one to make good 

decisions. Blue John brings a sense of deep peace 

and clarity of mind, and during times of confusion 

or despair it offers assistance in knowing where 

to look for answers and solution. 

Selling points: Only found in England, fast running 

out, tremendous difficulty in sourcing due to 

limited access to the mine, uniqueness, 

particularly popular with American tourists. 
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Name: Blue Lace Agate 

Found: Africa 

Colours: Blue/lilac 

Hardness: 7 

Details: Especially hard when compared 

to other types of agate, it is formed in 

volcanic rock and is called a lace agate 

because of the swirling nature of the 

pattern. 

Properties: Blue Lace Agate inspires 

loyalty and trustworthiness. It is a 

support crystal for all caregivers, calming stress-related situations and overcoming communication 

difficulties. Carry or wear Blue Lace Agate if you struggle to express your emotions without getting 

upset. Blue Lace Agate counteracts the repression and suppression of feelings caused by past fears, 

judgments, or rejections. It dissolves old blockage patterns and doubt, and permits new methods of 

self-expression and growth. 

 

 

 

 

 

Name: Boracite 

Found: Boulby, N. Yorkshire, England 

Colour: Bluey green/grey/red 

Hardness: 7.5 

Details: Crystals mined from the Boulby Mine in North 

Yorkshire. 

 

 

 



Name: Bumblebee Jasper 

Found: Indonesia 

Colour: Yellow/orange/black 

Hardness: 2.5 

Details: Found in volcanic rock, it is a 

silicon dioxide which contains two toxic 

chemicals (sulphur and arsenic) which 

give the yellow and orange colours. 

Properties: Bumble Bee Jasper enables 

you to accept change, find new 

opportunities, increase your self-esteem 

and make decisions without relying on 

emotions. Physically, Bumble Bee Jasper 

can help with abdominal issues, allergies, 

the nervous system, and heart and 

circulatory system disorders. 

 

 

 

 

Name: Cinnabite 

Found: Peru 

Colour: Red and white 

Hardness: 2.5 

Details: Rare, found only in Peru, a mixture of 

cinnabar and scapolite. 

Properties: Helps you to develop self-discipline, 

strengthens your willpower, helps you to focus on 

your goals, helps you to find solutions to problems 

and make positive changes in your life, helps you 

to break old patterns of self-sabotaging behaviour 

that no longer work for you. 



Name: Coral 

Found: Indian Ocean 

Colour: Red/various 

Details: Amalgamation of millions of 

microscopic creatures to form a 

symbiotic structure. All coral sold in the 

shop is responsibly sourced. 

Properties: Coral represents diplomacy 

and concurrence. It quiets the emotions 

and brings peace to within the self. Coral 

expedites and accelerates the transfer of 

knowledge. Coral strengthens the 

circulatory system and the bones of the 

body. It stimulates tissue regeneration 

and nourishes the blood cells. 

Red Coral stimulates the energetic pursuit of pre-determined goals. It protects from depression and 

despondency. Treats hiccups, colic and heartburn.  

Special selling points: 35th wedding anniversary, responsibly sourced. 

 

Name: Ethiopian Opal  

Found: Ethiopia 

Colour: Milky with iridescence 

Hardness: 6 

Details: Hardened silica gel, non-crystalline. 

The opal, found mostly in the form of 

nodules, was of volcanic origin, closely 

resembled the sedimentary opals of 

Australia and Brazil, with a light background 

and often vivid play-of-colour. 

Properties: Ethiopian Opal helps you to see the changes that are necessary within and without and 

shows you how to get there. When a decision is called for, this Opal helps you see all sides that you 

need to see. This crystal will help you to hone your communication skills as well as create a voice in 

your own future. It is called a "Crystal of Joy". This crystal shields you against negativity. It 

transmutes negativity in you and around you, wherever the crystal is placed. Ethiopian Opal 

increases your psychic abilities for incoming and outgoing questions and answers. 

Selling point: October birthstone 
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Name: Eudialyte   

Found: Kola Peninsula, Russia 

Colour: Red/Pink/White/Black 

Hardness: 5.5 

Details: Not often used as a gemstone due 

to its rarity and poor crystal culture 

Properties: Eudialyte carries positive 

vibrations, and has an ability to assist heart 

based loving energy to fill your life. It has a 

strong ability to cause coincidence or 

synchronicity to occur in your life. This 

crystal opens the heart chakra, then helps 

to produce a loving connection to base 

chakra energy, which unites your emotional feelings with physical expression. It has a very 

encouraging vibration and is a strong aid to help you to recognize what direction to take your life in, 

and aids you to discover what your life path is. 

 

 

Name: Grossular Garnet 

Found: Mexico 

Colour: Pink/yellow/orange 

Hardness: 7 

Details: Grossular is a calcium-aluminium species of the 

garnet group of minerals. The name grossular is derived 

from the botanical name for the gooseberry, grossularia. 

Properties: Grossular Garnet is an excellent crystal to soothe 

and reduce emotional extremes, especially if all your 

previous relationships have been a drama. It aids 

amendment and fosters community spirit. It supports imagination and creativity in social situations 

and inspires the ideal of service through cooperative effort. It is powerful for overcoming scarcity-

mindedness, money panic and other forms of financial anxiety. 
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Name: Whitby Jet 

Found: Whitby, N. Yorkshire, England 

Colour: Black 

Hardness: 2.5 

Details: Unlike most gemstones, Whitby Jet is 

actually fossilised wood. The colour of Whitby 

Jet is unique; its blackness is so intense that the 

expression ‘as black as jet' has been a commonly 

used phrase for hundreds of years. It is smooth 

and very lightweight; a characteristic that 

enables even the most lavish designs to be worn 

in comfort, and it can take on an extremely high 

polish to the extent that it could 

even be used as a mirror. 

Properties: Jet's energies of 

purification of energy and 

vibrations bring about protection 

on many levels. It has been used 

extensively for protection against 

evil and all negative energies. It is 

also a powerful protector against 

psychic attacks. Jet also has energies 

making it protective to finances and 

business and brings stability to these 

realms. It reaches the height of these 

properties traditionally when worn as 

a pendant or necklace set in silver. 

Selling Points: Jet became popular in 

the late Victorian era in Britain and around the world, when 

Queen Victoria, a fan of jewellery, wanted a black stone to 

wear whilst in mourning for her husband Albert. Taken from 

the cliffs underneath Whitby Abbey, Whitby jet is the most 

famous example of jet in the world (though it is also found in 

Russia) and is of interest to both tourists and local people 

alike as a symbol of Yorkshire pride, a stylish accessory and a 

part of British history. 
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Name: K2 

Found: Pakistan 

Colour: Blue/White 

Hardness:  

Details:  

Properties:  

 

Name: Kammererite  

Found: Turkey 

Colour: Purple/white 

Hardness: 2 

Details: Kämmererite is a beautiful but rare 

mineral. It is extraordinarily difficult to facet, 

which has severely limited the availability of 

cut gems. It would have to be handled with 

great care to avoid cleaving. Named after A. 

Kämmerer, the mining director at St. 

Petersburg. 

Properties: It offers immense physical and 

spiritual detoxification, healing the body and 

purifying your worldview to facilitate 

understanding and acceptance. Through this detox, it also rids you of anger, guilt, fear, negative 

emotions that impede spiritual ascension, and many physical ailments. 
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Name: Labradorite 

Found: Canada 

Colour: Blue iridescent  

Hardness: 6 

Details: The meaning of this stone comes 

from the location in which it was first 

found, as it was named after Labrador in 

Canada. The normal Labradorite stone is 

commonly blue, blue-green, lavender-

blue, or yellowish, and can even be pink 

or purple. They commonly display a 

mixture of these colours within the stone, with the beautiful labradorescence, this play of amazing 

colours, throughout these stones. 

Properties: Labradorite Crystal is a stone of magic, awakening within you mystical and magical 

abilities and psychic powers. It has within it a deeply felt resonance that is very powerful, and it can 

be used to bring amazing changes to your life. It’s vibration also holds a broad level of protection 

from negativity, so it cannot be used for ill will. This is a stone whose energy is quite visible to the 

user, as it just seems to work so quickly. 

 

Name: Lapis Lazuli  

Found: Afghanistan 

Colour: Blue with gold flecks 

Hardness: 5.5  

Details: Has been used since Egyptian times as 

a precious gemstone and for blue colouration. 

Features in the death mask of Tutankhamun 

and often used only for the most sacred of 

images such as the Virgin Mary.  

Properties: Lapis Lazuli is a powerful crystal 

for activating the higher mind and enhancing 

intellectual ability. It stimulates the desire for 

knowledge, truth and understanding, and aids 

the process of learning. It is excellent for 

enhancing memory. A stone of truth, Lapis 

encourages honesty of the spirit, and in the spoken and written word. It is also a stone of friendship 

and brings harmony in relationships. A Lapis stone brings calm and loving communication for a home 

with temperamental teenagers, or children. 

 

 



Name: Larimar 

Found: Dominican Republic  

Colour: Light blue 

Hardness: 5 

Details: In 1974, at the foot of the 

Bahoruco Range, the coastal province 

of Barahona, Miguel Méndez and 

Peace Corps volunteer Norman Rilling 

rediscovered Larimar on a beach. 

Natives, who believed the stone 

came from the sea, called the gem 

Blue Stone. Miguel took his young 

daughter's name Larissa and the 

Spanish word for sea (mar) and formed Larimar, by the colours of the water of the Caribbean Sea, 

where it was found. 

Properties: Larimar is a crystal of serenity, promoting relaxation in every aspect. Use as a worry 

stone, or place in the home or workplace to assure a pleasant atmosphere. Hold as you sit on the 

seashore, or gaze into the sea-like patterns of the stone, to reconnect with the ebbs and flows of 

your inner tides. As you sit in a bath surrounded by blue candles, use Larimar to connect with the 

healing powers of the dolphin through visualization or dolphin call music. Simply wearing Larimar 

creates a fundamental awareness of the "all-rightness" of the world. 

 

Name: Malachite  

Found: Congo 

Colour: Green 

Hardness: 4 

Details: Malachite was used as a mineral 

pigment in green paints from antiquity until 

about 1800. It is also used for decorative 

purposes, such as in the Malachite Room in 

the Hermitage, which features a huge 

malachite vase, and the Malachite Room in 

Castillo de Chapultepec in Mexico City. "The 

Tazza", a large malachite vase, one of the largest pieces of malachite in North America and a gift 

from Tsar Nicholas II, stands as the focal point in the center of the room of Linda Hall Library. 

Properties: Malachite is a protection stone, absorbing negative energies and pollutants from the 

atmosphere and from the body. It guards against radiation of all kinds, clears electromagnetic 

pollution and heals earth energies. Keep near microwaves in the kitchen and televisions in living 

areas. In the workplace Malachite protects against noise, over-bright fluorescent lighting, and 

harmful rays from technological equipment, negative phone calls and emails. 

 



Name: Mangano Calsite  

Found: USA 

Colour: Pink/White 

Hardness: 3 

Details: Mangano calcite is a calcium carbonate 

and is an opaque form of pink calcite with pink 

colouration and white inclusions. The pink 

colour is due to a high manganese content. 

Properties: This is a soft stone of forgiveness 

that brings unconditional love. It is used to: 

release fear and grief from the past that is 

trapping you, assist in developing self-worth and 

self-acceptance, heal nervous conditions, lift 

tension and anxiety, and prevent nightmares. 

 

 

Name: Merlinite 

Found: New Mexico, USA 

Colour: White/Blue/Clear  

Hardness: 

Details: This stone currently comes 

from only one mine in New Mexico. It 

may contain a blend of white 

chalcedony or white quartz, black 

dendritic inclusions and black 

Psilomelane, depending on the 

individual stone. Merlinite is black and 

white, although its black color ranges 

from dark grey to bluish-black.  

Properties: This beautiful stone has a 

vibration that helps to promote 

spiritual growth. It blends heavenly and earthly energy, and it helps you to remain open and 

approachable. These stones are dualistic in nature, and may take you on a journey to the deeper and 

darker aspects of yourself. As they help you to have a more approachable outlook, this may aid you 

to handle the experience, and learn to use the lower energies to balance yourself as you integrate 

them into total being. Fortunately, Merlinite stones will aid you to master yourself, and to remain 

objective. 

 

 



 

Name: Moonstone 

Found: Burma  

Colour: White with iridescence  

Hardness: 6 

Details: Moonstone has been used in 

jewellery for centuries, including ancient 

civilizations. The Romans admired 

moonstone, as they believed it was born 

from solidified rays of the moon. Both 

the Romans and Greeks associated 

Moonstone with their lunar deities. In 

more recent history, the moonstone 

became popular during the Art Nouveau 

period. 

Properties: Legendary as the Traveller's Stone, Moonstone is especially protective of those who 

travel by night or upon the water when the moon is shining. Frequent travellers should keep one in 

the glove compartment for safe night driving and as protection against road rage. Moonstone opens 

the heart to nurturing qualities as well as assisting in the acceptance of love. It is an excellent crystal 

for first or new love, and is a comforting talisman if love must be kept a secret. It was also believed 

to be able to reunite loved ones who had parted in anger. 

 

Name: Onyx 

Found: Morocco  

Colour: Dark brown 

Hardness: 7 

Details: It has a long history of use for 

hardstone carving and jewellery, where it 

is usually cut as a cabochon or into beads. 

The ancient Romans entered battle 

carrying amulets of sardonyx engraved 

with Mars, the god of war. This was 

believed to bestow courage in battle. 

Properties: Onyx gives strength. It 

promotes vigour, steadfastness and 

stamina.  Imparts self-confidence, helping 

you to be at ease in your 

surroundings.  Onyx banishes grief, enhances self-control and stimulates the power of wise decision-

making.  It encourages happiness and good fortune. Onyx treats disorders of the bones, bone 

marrow and blood.  It is beneficial for teeth and the feet. 



 

Name: Pearl  

Found: Indian Ocean 

Colour: Various 

Hardness: 3 

Details: A pearl is a hard object 

produced within the soft tissue of 

a living shelled mollusc. Just like 

the shell of a clam, a pearl is 

composed of calcium carbonate in 

minute crystalline form, which has 

been deposited in concentric 

layers. The ideal pearl is perfectly 

round and smooth, but many other shapes occur. The finest quality natural pearls have been highly 

valued as gemstones and objects of beauty for many centuries. Because of this, pearl has become a 

metaphor for something rare, fine, admirable and valuable. 

Properties: Pearl signifies faith, charity and innocence.  It enhances personal integrity and helps to 

provide a focus to one’s attention.  Pearl symbolises purity and is known as a “stone of sincerity”.  It 

brings truth to situations and loyalty to a “cause”. Inhibits boisterous behaviour. Pearl increases 

fertility and eases childbirth. 

Selling points: 30th Wedding anniversary, June birthstone 

 

Name: Peridot 

Found: Brazil 

Colour: Light green  

Hardness: 6.5 

Details: Peridot is one of the few 

gemstones that occur in only one 

color, an olive-green. The intensity 

and tint of the green, however, 

depends on how much iron is 

contained in the crystal structure. 

Olivine in general is a very abundant mineral, but gem quality peridot is rather rare. This is due to 

the mineral's chemical instability on the Earth's surface. 

Properties: Emits a warm and friendly energy. Used to magnify the inner aspects of any situation. 

Helps to regulate cycles in life and heal bruised ego by assisting one in the lessening of anger or 

jealousy. Peridot is also used to wealth and general good health. Thought by many to bring good 

fortune. Assists with dealing with the loss of a loved one. 

Selling points: August birthstone 



Name: Pietersite 

Found: Namibia 

Colour: Brown 

Hardness: 7 

Details: Pietersite is a variety of Quartz, composed naturally of Tiger's Eye, Hawk's Eye and Jasper. Its 

dominant gold hues are contrasted with deep blue-black, grey and brown, as well as occasional clear 

areas. It was a recent discovery by Sid Pieters in Windhoek, Namibia, and is currently increasing in 

value. 

Properties: The beauty and essence of Storm is captured in Pietersite, with brilliant flashes of golden 

light amid churning clouds of deepest blue. Known as the Tempest Stone, its highly charged energy is 

almost tangible. Just as lightning clears the air and makes all things new, Pietersite discharges 

negative energies and emotional turmoil, and cleanses the aura, restoring it to calm. 

 

Name: Prasiolite 

Found: Brazil 

Colour: Clear green 

Hardness: 7.5 

Details: Prasiolite (or vermarine) is the name for any quartz crystal or cluster that is green in colour. 

Although often cut as a gemstone, prasiolite is quite rare in nature. Although sometimes called 

green amethyst, this is incorrect as amethyst is a colour in its own right. 

Properties: Prasiolite is a member of the quartz crystal family, so it is a strong amplifier of energy. 

Prasiolite will assist you to express personal emotion, and it will link the energy of the heart with the 

crown chakra. It will open both the crown chakra and the third eye and activate your inner vision. 

 

 


